
orion
a tyler appraisal & tax solution

APPRAISAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 

Orion’s Appraisal Property 

Management is a true  

multi-year appraisal 

solution that offers the full 

complement of appraisal 

features for as many years as 

necessary. It offers appraisal 

offices a highly flexible and 

scalable appraisal solution 

for managing comprehensive 

property data, including 

assessment administration, 

property maintenance, 

valuation and appeals — 

all designed to streamline 

repetitive tasks and clearly 

organize useful information for 

each staff function.

Flexibility and Ease-of-Use Assures an Efficient 
Solution that Meets Your Needs  
Appraisal offices have the responsibility of maintaining detailed information on properties 
within their jurisdiction, as well as details on other entities associated with each property. 
Information must be compiled and analyzed to establish property values, and tax records must 
be maintained. Given such a detailed and time-consuming process, appraisal offices need a 
software system that can do it all quickly and easily.  
Orion Appraisal Delivers 
Tyler’s Orion appraisal and tax software provides appraisal offices with a comprehensive, tightly 
integrated Appraisal Property Management solution. At its core, Orion’s Appraisal Property 
Management features an easy-to-use management center that gives offices access to a wealth 
of information for ensuring accurate and complete property records, including assessment 
administration, property maintenance, valuation and appeals. 
 
Orion’s Appraisal Property Management makes it easy to track, modify and add detailed 
property and party information using two comprehensive record types. 
 
Property Records, These records include data on real property, personal property, vehicles, 
mobile homes and mineral interests — all conveniently organized for straightforward and 
efficient access. Offices can easily compile, list and analyze detailed information to establish 
property values when using the built-in valuation function with property record data. 
 
Party Records, Orion uses party records to maintain associated property information on 
individuals, businesses, corporations and groups. Maintaining such records independently 
from property records helps the appraisal offices avoid redundancy and save time. 
 

Manage Property and Party Information with Ease 
Designed to streamline repetitive tasks, maximize efficiencies and organize complex data into 
useful information, Orion is likely one of the most customizable solutions available. From 
modifying data entry pages for improved productivity to database configuration changes for the 
most challenging calculation, Orion’s Appraisal Property Management is flexible to meet any 
jurisdiction’s appraisal and tax needs.  
 
With Orion’s Appraisal Property Management solution, appraisal offices of all sizes benefit from 
straightforward, efficient access to comprehensive property information.



Effective Valuations Today and Well into the Future 
Orion can handle multi-jurisdictional capabilities, including multi-year data and valuation. The 
computer-assisted mass appraisal (CAMA) function in Orion’s Appraisal Property Management 
has the ability to replicate an appraisal office’s existing valuation system in order to keep 
operations running smoothly and without significant interruption. As the office grows and 
business requirements evolve, Orion can move your office into the future and meet your changing 
needs. Orion allows multiple appraisal methodologies, including:

• Cost — these calculations can replicate existing methodologies or use integration with 
Marshall & Swift® valuation software for all improvement types.

• Income — multiple types of modeled income are available, including direct 
capitalization, mortgage-equity and gross rent multipliers, as well as income calculations 
using actual income data.

• Comparable sales — Orion supports comparable sales for residential and commercial 
properties. Multiple regression analysis (MRA) is also an integral part of Orion, and it is 
usable as a direct estimate of value. MRA coefficients are also usable as adjustments in 
the sales comparison approach. Sales ratio studies can provide comparative statistical 
results for cost and comparable sales or cost and MRA in a single report. 

Appraisal offices of all sizes and needs can benefit from the configuration options, processing 
and overall administration in Orion’s Appraisal Property Management.

• Exemption processing allows for customization on business rules, data fields and 
calculations for each exemption type. Orion supports homestead exemptions, exemption 
caps, partial exemptions, tax increment financing and tax abatement incentives.

• Appeal processing allows for the definition of appeal levels for each jurisdiction, 
including before and after values at each appeal level, and provides correspondence and 
exhibit tracking. Mass appeal processing includes adding, scheduling and reporting, and 
for additional streamlined processes, a fully automated online appeal option is available.

• Mass import or quick add makes it easy to add permit, appeal and exemption data, as 
well as for batch updates of other appraisal data elements.

• Integration with other industry leading applications, such as ESRI® ArcGIS®, Apex, 
Pictometry® and Marshall & Swift® valuation software makes it possible to have 
everything the appraisal staff needs within reach.

Turn to Orion’s Appraisal Property Management when you need an appraisal solution that’s 
flexible and can do it all — quickly and easily.

What Is Orion? 
For more than a decade, Orion has delivered 

unparalleled access to appraisal, tax and 

collections information across more than 

200 jurisdictions. Orion serves as Tyler’s 

premier Appraisal & Tax Solution in Kansas, 

Montana, Nebraska, South Dakota and 

Texas, producing hundreds of thousands of 

assessment notices and tax bills each year. In 

Texas alone, Orion has generated more than 

6.3 million tax bills. 

 

Appraisal Property Management. Offices 

of any size can benefit from handling 

all essential appraisal functions from 

one convenient, comprehensive property 

management center in Orion. This mass 

appraisal solution offers intuitive, easy 

access to critical property data, sophisticated 

analytical tools, tight integrations and more. 

 

Tax Billing and Collections. Comprehensive, 

highly integrated and easy-to-use, this 

solution ensures timely and efficient 

processing of tax bills, payments and 

property information. It is flexible and 

agile enough to the meet the needs of any 

collection office — of any size. 

 

Contact us to learn more about Orion and 

other empowering Appraisal & Tax Solutions 

from Tyler Technologies. 

 

at.sales@tylertech.com | 800.800.2581
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